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Columnist Sarah Delaney urges
students to get the most out of
their college education.
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penny drive to benefit Bowling
Green citizens.
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Piccirillo resigns as soccer coach
The BG News
The BGSU athletic office
has announced that
Tom Piccirillo, the BG
women's soccer coach, has
stepped
down,
effective
immediately, from his position.
Reasons for his leave have
been attributed to family and
personal reasons. Piccirillo, a
member of the BGSU Athletic
Department's Technology Committee, has agreed to serve in a
technology-related position in
the department.
His work there should finish
out his contract and he will
work with the Marketing and

""I appreciate the opportunity I have had
over the past three seasons to develop the BG
program from scratch to its current level."
Tom Piccirillo
Former BG Women's Soccer Coach
Promotions and Falcon Club
offices. Piccirillo's duties will
include revamping of the
BGSU Athletic Department's
web site.
"I appreciate the opportunity
I have had over the past three
seasons to develop the BG program from scratch to its current level," Piccirillo said.

"Both myself and my family are
looking forward to the future
opportunities in front of us."
Piccirillo, who has helped
the Falcon program since coming to BG in September of 1996,
led his squads to a 19-34-4
record over a three year period.
He has compiled a 102-93-12
record in his 12-year career as

a
collegiate
head coach.
Julie Reule,
who
has
served as Piccirillo's assistant coach for
the past three
has
Tom Piccirillo years,
been
named
the interim head women's soccer coach by BG Director of
Athletics Paul Krebs. Krebs,
along with Associate AD Janna
Blais, will be conducting a
national search for new head
coach.
Piccirillo and Krebs could
not be reached for further comment

File Photo
Former Falcon coach Tom Piccirillo yells at two referees during
a game this past season.

Pornography speakers
talk about sex, gender
By GRETA HALE
The BG News

BG Newt Photo/ SARA GR1GSBY
Jeffrey Brown, assistant professor in popular culture, gave a presentation to 80 viewers last night
about pornography and now it is portrayed in society.

Pornography is the largest
media genre and makes more
money than all other entertainment industries combined, said
Jeffrey Brown, the host of last
night's "Porn and Pizza" presentation.
Brown, an assistant popular
culture professor, noted that
pornography is worth studying
because it is a huge industry.
Eighty students attended
the discussion entitled "Effects
of Adult Entertainment on
American
Society,"
which
focused on mainstream pornography including historical
aspects of porn, body and gender in porn, hard-core and softcore porn.
Brown discussed gender in
pornography, emphasizing porn

images that show women in
passive positions, such as laying in a bed or lounging. However, he said porn images show
men doing active behaviors,
such as exercising naked.
Brown then discussed the
difference between hard- and
soft- core porn.
As an example of hard-core
porn, Brown showed an excerpt
from the porn film "Deep
Throat" in
which
Linda
Lovelace is giving oral sex to a
man.
Brown said that in terms of
money, " 'Deep Throat' is a
blockbuster on par with Titanic
and E.T"
"Deep Throat" could be seen
in mainstream theaters in the
70s, Brown said.
Shannon Tesso, a junior popular culture major and co-host
of the program gave a presenta-

Credit card telemarketers irritate students
By CRAIG GDFFORD
The BG News
Credit card companies
are known for their telemarketers,
who
call
throughout the day, trying to persuade people to
sign up for a new credit
card. Many college students have become irritated with these phone
calls.
College students are
one of the main targets
for credit card telemarketers to call.
"Telemarketing, is to
call college students and
offer them credit cards, so
they can establish credit,"
said Eva Ramos, a telemarketer for First Financial Bank and the National Student Benefit Associ-

ation.
Mindy Smith, a media
relations representative
for Visa, does not feel that
calling college students is
a bad thing. "What we are
doing is making credit
card opportunities available to college students."
Many students do not
like the idea that telemarketing companies are
targeting them.
"I don't think it's
right," said Carly Dye, a
senior business major.
"It's not right for them to
prey on college students
who may be uninformed
about credit cards."
Stephanie Evans, a
freshman nursing major,
agrees.
"Most students aren't

responsible with their
money and when given
large amounts of money
in the form of credit
cards, they usually put
themselves into debt."
Many University students
have
become
annoyed and upset with
the telemarketing phone
calls.
"I don't like the telemarketers because they
try and pressure you and
can't take 'no' for an
answer," Evans said.
Wendy Fournier, a
graduate student in the
American Culture Studies department, shares
similar thoughts.
"When they call, I feel
intruded upon and cornered, because usually
they are talking so fast

solid minute to "Telemarketing is to call college students
get a word in," and offer them credit cards, so they can
*VH students establish credit."
Eva Ramos
are upset with
the fact that difTelemarketer for First Financial Bank and the National Student Benefit
ferent card comAssociation
panies will call
Gaylyn Finn, the treasurmultiple
times
Fournier said.
every week.
Many students feel er of the University, this
"I get a call from GTE that the University is is not the case.
Visa every week," Dye working in conjunction
"The University does
said.
with the credit card com- not send a list of names to
Although people are panies and supplying the the card companies," he
upset with the telemar- names and phone num- said.
"Credit card companies
keting
calls,
there bers of the students.
appears to be no end in
"I believe University can gain access to student
sight and no way of avoid- policy is to send a list of phone numbers in many
ing it.
names to the companies," ways," Finn said. "How"Telemarketers
do said one source, who ever, names are not given
have the freedom to tar- wished to remain uniden- out through the University, these files are very
get whoever they want, tified.
which is why I have an
However, according to protected in the Bursar's
Office."
unlisted phone number,"

Fast food chain restaurants part of new Union
By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News
Although the five Union dining areas will officially close on
Dec. 19, a whole new menu of
options for the new Union is
already
being discussed.
Dave
Crooks,
director of
the
Union, said the options look
good.
"There will be one national
burger chain, a couple of other
franchise chains operated by
the University with the permission of the owners of the concept ; and a pizza outlet, which
would be operated by the University and similar to the one

www.bgnews.com
'<

in the cur"/ think that today's
rent
Union,"
student eats fast food
Crooks said.
and at more upscale
Clint
restaurants."
Gault, USG
Dave Crooks
president
also
has
Director of the Union
high hopes
for the new Dave Crooks
dining areas, but wants to grouped together in a single
make sure students are eatery.
involved in the decision mak"Everything will be available
ing.
in one area like a food court,"
"I would make sure that the Crooks said.
students have a huge role in
Gault would like to see the
the process," he said. "USG will food court with one condition.
produce surveys to gather the
"First of all, I would like to
students' opinions."
see off-campus dining facilities
The new dining options, and be able to use our cards for
which would include a home- student convenience," Gault
style concept, deli sandwiches, said.
an oriental concept and a
Gault also said this would
taco/fajita concept, would be
give students more variety of

food for their dining pleasure.
Crooks agreed.
"I think that today's student
eats fast food and at more
upscale restaurants," Crooks
said. "The students have a lot
of experiences and had a lot of
choices prior to coming to campus and should be able to have
the choices here. They know
what kind of value they are
going to get with fast food."
The new options for students
will bring aid to local merchants, according to Joan Gordon, director of the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce.
"I think it offers students
choice, helps local merchants.
Those two are the most obvious. Another outlet will help
local businesses," Gordon said.

BG Newt Photo/ MIKE
LEHMKUHLE

The new Union will feature
one national burger joint, in
addition to homestyle cooking
and deli sandwiches.

tion on soft-core porn, defining
it as porn that does not show
sexual intercourse.
She said that the erect penis
is never shown in soft- core
pornography. She used the
example of Kevin Bacon's
penis, saying that if it had been
erect during his nude scene in
"Wild Things," the movie would
have been rated X rather than
R.
Romance novels are considered soft- core porn by some
because of the sex scenes they
include, Tesso said.
After the presentation, an
audience member made a comment about "Deep Throat" and
said that the actress in the film
had been forced at gun point to
do the oral sex scene.
i See PORN, page six.

Parking
spaces to
increase
By JEFF ARNETT
The BG News
With the new Union, there
may be an influx of new people
using it. Unless, of course, they
can't get to it.
Parking
was
an
important
concern
in
the design of
the Union,
according to
Union director David Crooks.
"If we build the Union and
do not provide decent parking
access, we will discourage people from coming," Crooks said.
As a result, plans are being
made to increase the number
of spaces specifically for the
Union.
"We're anticipating having
approximately 200 spaces dedicated to people coming to the
Union," Crooks said.
Most of the parking spaces
dedicated to the Union will not
be created, however, but reallocated. The building of an
improved rear entrance for the
Union will even eliminate
some spaces in Lot 17, the lot
next to the Union. To compensate for the loss and the
increased number of spaces
needed for Union traffic, the
lot in Sorority Row will be
made into a Union lot. That lot
is currently reserved for University employees.
Other possible spaces may
be the lot to the west of Macdonald. Crooks said that the
west part of that lot may be
• See PARKING, page six.
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OPINION
Use U. to best advantage
I felt like I had more than
enough time to take all the
classes that interested me.
But as a senior graduating in
May, four years seems more
like a drop of water in the
ocean that is my life.

Another semester comes to a
close, and another columnist
bids farewell to her weekly
spot in The BG News. It's been
fun, and 1 hope those of you
that read my columns were
entertained,
informed
or
inspired.
But before I go, I feel I must
share with the student body
the most important lesson I
have learned here at BGSU:
Get the most out of your education while you can, because
graduation comes around
quicker than you expect.
In my opinion, many of the
students here compromise getting a well-rounded education
in favor of getting a more marketable degree. I think this is
a serious detriment to the
entire meaning of going to college.
College should be a time for
learning and growing as a person, not just a boot camp one
must attend before joining the
ranks in the rat race.
I already touched on this
topic in an earlier column, but
I think it's important enough
to revisit. I hear too many students whining about the boring classes they're taking and
not enough students conversing about the wonderful electives they signed up for. It's a

shame to go through four years
(or more) of school and walk
away with only a piece of
paper that says "I got enough
of the right credits to graduate!" You should be walking
away with a more open mind,
more critical thinking skills,
more insight about yourself,
and more knowledge about the
subjects that interest you.
It's never too late to sign up
for that extra class you truly
have an interest in. Even if it
won't help your degree requirements, I guarantee that you
won't regret taking it. Even if
it means taking six classes
instead of five, it's worth it.
Take it pass/fail. Just take it!
Chances are, if you're truly
interested in the subject, doing
a little bit extra won't even
seem like work.
When I was a freshman (or
freshwoman), I thought four
years seemed like an eternity.

Luckily, I planned my classes strategically so that I would
be able to take some electives
during my last semester of college. I signed up for three
classes out of pure interest:
Great Ideas, Women and Comedy, and Ethnicity and Popular
Stereotypes. Maybe I'll be disappointed. Or maybe these
three classes will turn out to
be the best three classes I've
ever taken. But at least I'll
know.
I almost wish I had another
semester left just so I could
sign up for more electives. I
would love to take Women,
Mass Media and Culture, or
brush up on my French if I had
more time. I would like to
learn more about computers
and also take another popular
culture class. I think I might
benefit from business classes
as well as from education
classes. And I should have
taken some early child development classes, too, just in
case I start a family in the
future. If I only had more time.
But I don't. It seems like I'm

just beginning to scratch the
surface of all the things I want
to know. And here I am,
preparing to graduate and
move away from the place that
teaches me those things. At
least I was fortunate enough to
have the time and freedom in
my degree requirements to take
most of the elective I was interested in.
So I guess what I'm saying is
that four years may seem like a
long time, but it's not. College
may be the only opportunity
you ever have to explore
diverse topics in the midst of
others that are interested in
and passionate about them. So
go for it! Use your time here
wisely. You've got the rest of
your life to experience the
career world and get more educated about things that pertain
to your job. You've got the rest
of your life to compete in the rat
race. But your college years
come and go in the blink of an
eye.
Don't waste them.
Sarah Delaney wants to
thank all of her readers for
making her job worthwhile.
She can be reached for comment
at delaney@bgnet.bgsu. edu.

P EOPLEJ
on the street
Question: If you had a pom name, what would it be?j

Erin Prosser
Senior
Political
SciTPhilosophy
"Ma. B. Havin"

Kurt Weaver
Junior
olitical Sci.
;"Lance Romance."

Saniantha Acmmer
Sophomore
TCOMl
"Cherry Fisher"

Ryan Master
Senior
Marketing/
PreOjWp;
"Anal Ed."

Michael Nole
Senior
ECT
"Bangin' Langjn"
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Problem with health
care isn't doctors
I would just like to respond
to Mary Beth Martha's column
on Dec. 3, 1999 titled "Doctors
Should Take Care." It seems
that Mary Beth has made the
mistake that many Americans
make when responding to
problems in the health care
industry, and that is to react to
some outrageous figures without verifying their source or
accuracy. Another mistake is
to blame the health care
providers instead of the health
care system. When it comes to
health care it is important to
look at the big picture.
First, I would like to
address the figures quoted by
Mary Beth from the Toledo
Blade stating that nearly
100,000 people die each year
due to medical errors, more
than are killed in highway
accidents. I'd be willing to bet
that almost every one of us has
known someone who was killed
in an automobile accident, but
very few of us know someone
who was killed due to medical
malpractice. The figures from
The Blade would have you
believe that deaths due to
medical error are twice as common as deaths due to automobile accidents, but from personal experience, we should
know those numbers are questionable. Unfortunately, most
•people just blindly believe
everything they read without
checking the accuracy or the
source.
If those figures were correct,
that would mean that every
hospital in the U.S. has an
average of eight deaths per
year, due solely to medical

error. According to one of my
professors, the CEO of a community hospital in northwest
Ohio, neither his hospital nor
any of 11 other northwest Ohio
hospitals have figures anywhere near that. I would be
curious to know where those
figures came from.
As to where to place the
blame for these medical errors,
one should look to the system
and not the health care
providers. The first place to
iook is the federal government.
In 1997, The Balance Budget
Act cut Medicare spending significantly; in fact, they actually miscalculated and cut the
money 40 percent more than
was originally anticipated.
Since the biggest payer of
health
care
services
is
Medicare, these cuts greatly
affected many hospitals and
nursing facilities. To survive,
many hospitals had to make
cuts, including cutting staff.
As a result, many hospital personnel are overwhelmed. Also,
the system of training physicians requires them to work 24
to 36 hour shifts, which many
times compromises their functioning level.
Imagine how
functional you are when you've
been up for 36 hours!
Next time some outrageous
figures are quoted, be sure to
verify their accuracy and the
source before reacting. Many
times figures can be quite misleading. Also, it is important
to look at the root of a problem
and not just the source, especially when it comes to health
care.
Maggie Wilkin
Applied Health Science
mjinks@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Gospel show did
not harm anyone

This is in response to the letter to the editor by Steve Steel
in the Nov. 22, 1999 issue of
The BG News.
I write this letter with a certain amount of fear and trepidation being an individual who
tries to avoid arguments at all
cost, so Steve, please do understand that my intent is in no
way to discredit you. My only
purpose is to address some
issues that you brought up
from a different perspective.
With that being said, I continue ...
Steve wrote about how he
was "shocked and appalled" by
the "gospel" halftime show that
the BGSU marching band did
recently, that public tax dollars should not go to fund such
an event and finally that the
U.S. Constitution guarantees
that he should not have had to
experience the halftime show all of which are some very
interesting points, I might add.
First - -Does having a
marching band play gospel
music oh one evening violate
the First
Amendment? Is
BGSU/government establishing a state religion by playing a
few gospel songs at a half-time
show? That seems like quite a
stretch to me.
Second, what about the
African-American population
here at BG? Are you aware
that gospel music is a deep,
wonderful part of their heritage? Would it be healthy for
us to cut out part of their musical history just because it's religious in nature? I don't think
so.
Third, the program was part
of a series of shows put togeth-

er over the course of the football season to PROMOTE
DIVERSITY
and
convey
diverse MUSICAL STYLES
with NO INTENT to trumpet
the theology of Christianity.
This type of show, which
included the predominately
African-American Gospel Choir
had never been done before!
(By the way, the response has
been overwhelmingly positive!)
Fourth, why are you so
deeply offended by Christian
music? Would you have had
the same response if the band
did Native American music or
New Age music - all heavily
flavored with religious messages? My guess is that you
probably would not have
responded in the same way.
Fifth, even though I am a
Christian, I would not be
offended in the least by hearing
the BGSU marching band do

Letters to the Editor Policy
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tunes from any other religious times throughout our history
persuasion. Isn't that part of by including things of religious
the University experience being exposed to a diversity of nature into court proceedings,
opinions? Isn't it wise for us to school rooms, public policy, law
at least be open-minded - the list is endless. Could it be
enough to listen to other view- that you're mistaken? Many
points? I think so.
And finally, your reference historians would argue that
to the U.S. Constitution "guar- you are.
anteeing" your protection from
The extreme offense that
this concert is most likely
you
took suggests to me that
based on the false assumption
that the First Amendment there might be some deeper
establishes the separation of issues here than just where
church and state. Amazingly, your tax dollars are spent.
NOWHERE IN THE CONSTITUTION ARE THESE WORDS
FOUND. They are found in a
I do hope that you will at
letter sent by Thomas Jeffer- least consider these points as I
son to a minister insuring him
that he would be protected did yours.
from the government!
If the Constitution DID say
Jim Poorman
what you're implying then our
BGSU
Alumni '90
lawmakers knowingly broke
Fine Arts
their OWN LAWS countless
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Wednesday, Dec. 8

Sunny
High, 52
Low, 30

5 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Fundraiser
Union Foyer.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Economics Club/ODE Raffle
Math Science Foyer.
10 a.m. ■ 4 p.m.
50th Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibit
By current and emeriti faculty
and current staff members of
the School of Art. Dorthy Uber
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center.

FRIDAY:
Partly
Cloudy
High, 48
Low, 38

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Expanding
Expressions:
Contemporary Master Prints
Showcasing the screen prints of
seven internationally known
artists. Willard
Wankelman
Gallery, Fine Arts Center.

SATURDAY:
Showers
C\
High, 46
Low, 38
Keep updated on the
weather this week and every
week with Page Three®.

PAGE THREE® BRAND]
[HUMOR COLUMNS STRIVE
TO PUT A KOOKY SPIN ON
LIFE HERE AT BGSU.
TAKE THEM WITH
tRAIN OF SALT. WE DO.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Craft Sale
Craft sale by the Elementary
Education Student Advisory
Board. Education Building.
11 a.m. ■ 8 p.m.
Student Union Closing Celebration
Join us! Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student Union.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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word

i 0 Qualified voter
1 1 victory
1 ^Ho^precede,
i
1
2 tSstandard
; 4 Shoot wide
? 5 Tree trunk
2 6 Piaue
2 8A^°y™
2 9 Graphite
remover
3 0 warns on
1
3 Paodington
potato chips
3 2 Tethering rope
3 6 Clumsy boat
4 0 Tropical tree
4 1 Nabisco cookie
4 2 Close at hand
4 5 Snaky slide
4 9 Tags
5 0 Molecular

LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS

|N ALL

THE WRONG
PLACES?
_

GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —

wwwAgnewswm

building block
51 Legislative body
53 Spring runner
57 Usi ending
abtx
59 Poet Teasdaie
60 Clwons nver

Are you glad the Browns are
back? Tickets to win a chance to
go sec a game are just $2. The
winner will also recieve $50
spending cash for the game.
Education Building Steps.
1 - 8 p.m.
Record Sale
CDs, LPs, 45s, 78s, music
books, magazines and the Saturday Evening Post from the
'40s and '50s. Checks or cash
only.
Pallister Conference
Room, Jerome Library.
4 p.m.
Women Writers' Group
Writers of all abilities and levels of experience. New members
always welcome. 107 Hanna
Hall.'
8 p.m.
Candle Light Christmas Celebration
Active Christians Today invites
the entire campus to come and
celebrate Christmas with a candle light celebration. Prout
Chapel.

61 Comic Brooks
62 Consumed
63 Alphabetically
invisible word
64 Wrath
65 Mechanical tooir
66 Barnyard pen

8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick Me Up
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice and doughnuts.
Math Science Center.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Record Sale
CDs, LPs, 45s, 78s, music
books, magazines and the Saturday Evening Post from the
'40s and '50s. Checks or cash
only.
Pallister
Conference
Room, Jerome Library Music.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega Fundraiser
Union Foyer.
9 a.m. ■ 3 p.m.
Humane Society Raffle
Come and test your luck at winning a three-carat diamond tennis bracelet. Union Foyer.
10 a.m. ■ 3 p.m.
Craft Sale
Craft sale by the Elementary
Education Student Advisory
Board. Education Building.

Congrats to the
2000 Cabinet!

cPM

COB: Shelley Miller
Assistant Phi Director: Jill Windau
Assistant Scholarship: Ami« Sprague
.Assistant Social: Sherry Johnson
Public Relational JnlArkrilson
tatntWui
[en Drexler
Mom/Parents Weel
Alumnae
Cooper
Communi
isanNeal

ebovy
Crabtree
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wvrter weather (R)
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Cleveland Browns Ticket
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11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta Fundraiser
Get into the holiday spirit!
Math Science Foyer.
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service at Prout Chapel. Education Steps.

TV GUIDE SECTION
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8 p.m.
National Student Exchange
information session
Find out how to spend a faH
semester or one year studying
in another part of the country.
Choose from over 140 schools
and pay no out-of-state fees!!
Taa Room, Student Union.
8 a.m. - Noon

events
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NEWS
4 wounded in Dutch school shooting

Eyes removed to stop spread of tumors

eon

Associated Press Writer
• VEGHEL, Netherlands — A teen-age student apparently bent
on revenge opened fire inside a high school in the Netherlands on
Tuesday, wounding a teacher and four students in the first school
shooting in Dutch history.
\ In a drama now chillingly familiar in the United States but
Unprecedented in this country known for its strict gun-control
laws, the 17-year-old suspect fired more than 10 shots inside the
regional vocational school in Veghel, about 60 miles south of
Amsterdam. He then surrendered to police.
Church bells rang in sympathy through the rainy evening in
Veghel, a working-class industrial town infused with the smell of
chocolate from a factory that manufactures Mars candy bars for
the Netherlands.
The victims were taken to hospitals, where two of the students
were in critical condition. The teacher, a 46-year-old woman, and
another student were in stable condition and out of danger after
surgery. A fifth student suffered a minor bullet graze wound,
police said Tuesday evening.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Associated Press Writer
IOWA CITY, Iowa — With cancer ravaging 18-month-old Jalen
Howsare, his parents did the only thing they could to try to stop
the spread of the tumors. They let doctors remove his eyes.
"The most important thing is to have Jalen around and
healthy," Jalen's father, Ttom Howsare, said. "If he doesn't have
sight, we can deal with that. And we think he's strong enough to
deal with that."
The family from Solon learned Monday that doctors found no
other signs of cancer after Friday's operation.
Jalen had an illness known as bilateral retinoblastoma. He
had about 100 small tumors in his right eye and 50 in the left.
"It's the most severe case we've seen in decades here at the
university," said Dr. Culver Boldt of the University of Iowa's University Hospitals in Iowa City. "These are very aggressive
tumors. It can be an extremely lethal condition."
"We will have to sit down and tell him that we did this in his
best interest," Howsare said.

Puppies galore!

Teens who drink, use drugs have more sex

Artists auction lures art collectors
Assu-iatcd Press Writer
LONDON — In a rare auction, 25 Pablo Picasso works owned
by murdered fashion designer Gianni Versace and valued at $13
million go on sale Tuesday.
Also under the hammer at the Sotheby's sale were three
impressionist works, including Paul Cezanne's "Bouilloire et
fruits," stolen in the United States in 1978 and recovered this
year.
Cezanne's still life of fruit with a pewter pitcher, expected to
fetch up to $19.4 million, was stolen from two Massachusetts
pediatricians, the late Dr. Harry Bakwin and his wife, Ruth. It
was recovered after an insurer contacted the London-based Art
Loss Register.
The London auction follows Sotheby's impressionist and modern art sale in New York in November, which took in $242.6 million over two days.
"The market is very strong and people are prepared to pay top
prices for highly collectable work," said Helena Newman, Sotheby's senior director and specialist in impressionist and modernist art.

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON— Teen-agers who drink or take drugs are
much more likely to have sex, at a younger age and with several
partners than are teens who don't use alcohol or drugs, accordingto a study released today.
Teens who are 14 and younger and drink are twice as likely to
have sex than those who don't in the same age group. The risk is
doubled for 14-year-olds using drugs, said the report from the
Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University
Older teens who drink are seven times as likely to have intercourse than nondrinking teens, and are twice as likely to have it
with four or more partners. Drug-using older teens are five times
as likely to have sex than nonusers, and three times as likely to
have it with four or more partners.
"While it's clear that teens who drink and use drugs are likelier to have sexual intercourse at earlier ages and with many
partners, it is not clear which starts first — sexual intercourse or
drinking and drug abuse," said Joseph A. Califano Jr., president
of the of the Center on Addition and Substance Abuse at Columbia University.

Associated Press Photo
lams dog food company has named Twanie, a Labrador
Retriever and mother of 17 puppies,the "Mother of the Year."

Russia claims to open corridor for civilians but keeps bombing Grozny
By YURI BAGROV
Associated Press Writer
ACHKOI-MARTAN, Russia
— Hiding in basements, terrified residents of Grozny on
Tuesday remained
mostly
unaware of Russia's ultimatum
to flee or risk being killed by a
massive attack on the Chechen

capital this weekend.
Many civilians in Grozny
have been too scared to venture
outside amid the current
relentless Russian bombing, so
many have not seen the leaflets
dropped by Russian planes
Monday carrying the threat of
the air and artillery assault set
to begin Saturday. Strong

winds also reportedly whisked
many of the leaflets away.
While word of the ultimatum
reached world capitals and provoked outrage in the West,
Grozny's residents have no
access to news coverage about
the threat, as the shelling has
wiped out television and radio
transmitters.

day, making it dangerous to
move. There was no confirmation whether a safe corridor
existed.
Clinton, European Union
foreign ministers and the United Nations refugee agency criticized the Russian plans for
Grozny, saying they would seriously taint Russia's image

Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin brushed off the
foreign criticism, saying calls
for restraint by President Clinton and other leaders were
"prompted by kind intentions."
Moscow announced Monday
that it would open a safe corridor for civilians to flee Grozny,
but jets bombed the city Tues-

r
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abroad and risk civilian lives.
"Russia will pay a heavy
price for those actions, with
each passing day, sinking more
deeply into a morass that will
intensify extremism and diminish its own standing in the
world," Clinton said Monday.
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Student Union Closing Celebration!
Wednesday, December 8

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.
826 S. Main St.
(Next to Big Lots)

353-7272

MasterCard

We Accept Visa & Mastercard

OPEN
Mon. 11 a.m.- 1:30 a.m.
Tues. 11 a.m.- 1:30 a.m.

W-Sat. 11 a.m.-3:00 a.m.
Sun.
11 a.m.- 1:30 a.m.

FREE DE1IVERY AND CARRY0UT
T

Falcon's Nest
"Construction" Lunch
Specials

Noon • 6 pm
Promenade Lounge,
second floor
• Fun Flicks - Make your
own music video
Free!

1 -4 pm
• Free Bowling & Billiards
Campus Bowling &
Billiards Room, first floor

Also 11 am -2 pm

4:30 - 6:30 pm

• Draw on the walls of
Prout Cafeteria,
second floor
• "See" the new Union
• Balloon artists
• Free cake at the
Information Desk

• Magician
Falcon's Nest, first floor

8 pm
• Comedian Marty Putz
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
. Free!

Event Sponsors: Student Union, Off-Campus Student Center, Off-Campus Connection,
Student Activities, Undergraduate Student Government, University Activities Organization,
University Dining Services and WBGU-FM
With Thanks to: University Bookstore, Recreational Sports, Ice Arena,
and First Year Experience Program

.pizzas

$799
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
** 30 davt Not v*d w«n any 0*** off*' VaH onfy I
m paraopaing locator* Custom* pays M
■
dPDKoM MM* uu Aootonaf loppngs eera

11 am -1:30 pm

Lenhart Grand
Ballroom
• Cancun Volleyball
• See what you can
"build" with our
supplies
Prizes given in 3
categories
• Home Run Derby
-with prizes!
• Big Wheel races
...and prizes!
• Music and a live
broadcast
by WBGU-FM
• And more prizes and
giveaways!

T

1 Large One |1 Extra Large 2 Large One
Topping Pizza; Two Topping
Topping

E<P*M

11 am -2 pm

$13
AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
t wm m 30 dayi Net vafcd «M"n any <*** on* VaM
cnty at Dartoomno. locate* CuHomar payi Ml
MOCIMWMIV AdotoonaJ ttppnga a*ra

All events will take place in the Student Union.
Please visit us before the Student Union closes on Saturday,
December 18,1999 for two years of renovation and expansion.

99

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
ExprM n 30 days Not VSM wtft any oner oftar VaM only
» Q*rtc>paitf>g toc*t«r* CuaKmar pay* an
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Brandi Barhite
Managing Editor
372-6966

Clothesline Project represents
violence against women
1

To help with healing process for people who
have lost a loved one or are survivors of this violence. .
The Behavioral Connection's Sexual Assault
• To educate, document, and raise society's
Awareness for Empowerment (SAAFE) Pro- awareness of the extent of the problem of viogram displayed the Clothesline Project yester- lence against women.
day at the Women's Center in Hannah Hall.
• To provide a network of support, encourThe Clothesline Project is a visual display agement, and information for communities disthat bears witness to the violence against playing the Clothesline Project.
women. Each shirt is decorated to represent a
Ashley said that people make shirts for all
particular woman's experience with violence.
kinds of reasons.
The displayed showed 20 out of the groups
"Some people make shirts as part of the heal135 shirts and the Women's Center was open ing process, some make them to educate and
for anyone to come and make a shirt.
some make them in support of women against
Susan Ashley, the Self-Help Assault Reduc- violence overall," she said.
tion Education (SHARE) project coordinator,
Michelle Melvin, sophomore, business major
hopes that the display raises awareness about attended the event and made a T-shirt for the
the violence against women.
project.
The purpose of this display is to provide
"I heard about this through my women's
another atmosphere for students to view as well studies class and I am going to make a T-shirt
as design a T-shirt," Ashley said. "The overall to support all women in all violent situations,"
purpose of the project is to raise awareness."
Melvin said.
The Clothesline Project started in the fall of
Melvin liked the idea of the Clothesline Pro1990 and Behavioral Connections joined the ject when she saw it last April out in front of the
project in 1995.
Union.
The purpose of the project is to:
"I thought it was really neat last year," she
• To bear witness to the survivors as well as said. u\ think they need to publicize it more but
it really is a great cause."
the victims of the war against women.

By STEFANIE SIZEMORE
The BG Newt

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
The University is helping bear witness to violence against women by participating in the Clothesline Project. Looking at the tee-shirts is Susan Ashley (front), SHARE project coordinator and
Jennifer Hayden, senior psychology major.

United Way penny drive to benefit locals
By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News
In today's society a penny
can't go a long way, but 50,000
pennies can help enrich the
lives of many needy local*;
The University Ambassadors
are sponsoring a penny drive
that will benefit the United
Way.
"The Ambassadors have
been doing if for the past several years. It is a philanthropy
the University Ambassadors
started to help the United
Way," said Paul Pawlaczyk,
advisor for the University

Ambassadors.
The program is run by the
University Ambassadors and
they are collecting pennies in
the Union foyer. The ambassadors have also solicited other
groups and campus organizations to collect pennies, according to Pawlaczyk.
"Last year we raised $500
and that is our goal for this
year," Pawlaczyk said.
Once the money is gathered,
a check will be presented to the
United Way for the entire
amount counted.
This will happen after the
pennies and other change are

JOIN
FIRM.

wrapped and counted, though.
"Hopefully we will get a lot of
people to count money and it
won't take too long," Pawlaczyk
said.
The money is donated to the
United Way because of its reputation.
"We know all the great
things the United Way does.
The University sponsors an
entire United Way campaign
and this is a good way for students to represent the University for a good cause,"
Pawlaczyk said.
The "great things" that the
United Way will do with the

money will be done within the
local community.
"The money goes to support
140 programs that are run by
69 members," said Tim Tegge,
director of the Bowling Green

United Way.
The University Ambassadors
donate the money to the community fund, where a committee will decide where the
money is most needed in the
community.
"Volunteers from all walks of
life decide where the money is
most needed with in the community," Tegge said.
Because the money stays

local, it is one of the most significant reasons that the penny
drive is important.
According to Tegge, there are
two real big reasons why the
penny drive is important. The
first is that it stays within the
area. Our United Way is that of
Greater Toledo, which includes
Wood county.
The second is that this United Way is only one of four United Way's that have the benefit
of an endowment fund. The
interest of that fund has covered the operating expenses, so
that all the money we have
raised in the past 10 years has

gone to programs, not overhead. Every penny raised goes
into one community fund.
Pawlaczyk also said it is
important because it helps
those in need.
"The program is important
because of this time of year and
there's a lot of people who are
less fortunate," Pawlaczyk said.
"Taking a few pennies out of
your pocket may seem meaningless to you, but it means a
lot to someone else."
Students can continue to
drop off pennies through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Union foyer.

The ONE WAY to help the most
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Rentals

332 S. Main St

352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2000-2001:
One Bedroom Apartments

•smnfioits: I 800 188 8828
www.ganclpipcrbcacoii.eoiii

109 N. Main St. #H: Located above Coll of Canyon.
$310.00 pet montti plus etecrtc.
114$. Main St. #1-10: Located obove Wizard Graphics.
Free worer ood sewer. Resident pays etealrc only!
114 S. Main St. # 12: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Resident pays oU utilities.
117 N. Main St. 11-10: Located abov^ downtown business
Resident pays all utilities.
126 W. wooster St. # C-F: Located above a downtown business.
Ftee woter and sewer. Resident pays eleanc only!
320 Dm: furnished. Newly remodeled kitchens. Huge rooms.
Free gas. heat, water, ond sewer.

INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA"!

PISHN€LLO'S
Open Weekday/ 1 P.ffl. • lunch fri. 'Sot. • Jun.

CHOOSE

ANY

Two Bedroom Apts, Duplexes, and Houses

2

311 S. Main St. #D: unfurnished apartments locoed obove o business.
Lorge rooms. $490 00 per month for o 12 month lease pkjs utilities.
315 1/2 S. Moin St.: unfurnished upper opotrmenr. Wood dec*
$445.00 per month lor a 12 month lease plus oB utilities.
319 S. Moin St.: Two srory unfurnished port of o house.
Huge bedroom upstairs $375.00 per month plus unties.
507 & 525 E. Merry St.: furnished aportmenrs. Across from compujFree water G sewer. $585 00 per month for a 12 month lease plus electric'
709 Witt: unfurnished opottment. 2 full baths, Dishwashers. Ample off street parking
920 E. Wooster Two bedroom furnished apartment ocorss the street from campus.
Large rooms. Free gas, hear, water ond sewer.
320 Elm: One & two bedroom furnished. Newty remodeled kitchens
Huge rooms. Free gas, heat, water, ond sewet

• 7" 1 Item pizza
• 5 Huge Breadsticks
.
• Small Sub
■
•10 Wings
OR
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers
3 / $7.75

$5.25

FREE DELIVERY
#

|05

352-5166

203 N. MAIN
Not Vabd With Any Other Offer • Expire* 1/31/00

|Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKSl
»» only ure Mr I'meA ingredirnt/1

£l
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PARKING
relief will be provided by the lot
next to the smoke stacks across
Thurstin. Once the work there
has been done, the lot will be
resurfaced and will provide
about 80 more spaces, for a
total of around 300. Other
parking for large events will be
scattered around campus.
Crooks said shuttles might be
provided during large events to
move people to and from parking lots.
Another potential problem
with parking at the new Union
will be the type of parking. Currently, the lot behind the Union
is metered, so people can feed
the meter and prevent anyone

Continued from page one.

extended, adding approximately 25 spaces. Another possibility for new spaces that Crooks
mentioned was to build them
right on Ridge Street.
"We can see the possibility of
making approximately
15
spaces ... without encroaching
|on the road)," Crooks said.
Crooks said the 200 spaces
figure was given by consultants
as enough for day-to-day operations. He said he did not yet
know where all of the needed
spaces will come from.
' For special occasions, more
parking will be needed. Some

else from parking there. Crooks he didn't like the ticket idea.
said the University is looking His suggestion to solve possible
at ways to keep spaces open to parking problems was to make
legitimate Union traffic, to more parking spaces.
reduce the "lottery" of metered
Crooks said the ideas for
spaces. One way he mentioned controlling parking for the new
was by gating some of the lots Union are still being discussed.
and using a ticket system to He also noted that while parktrack users and to determine ing will be changed for the
who is actually using the Union, the changes won't solve
Union. He also said that ways any parking problems the Uniof keeping students from mov- versity has.
ing their cars into those spaces
"One of the key things,"
on the weekends like they cur- Crooks said, "(is that] it's a prorently do are being looked into. ject to renovate the Student
Such changes may get mixed Union, not to solve the Univerreviews from students. For sity's parking problem, if you
example, Adam Kalzewski, a think there is a parking probsophomore business major, said lem, and some do."

Continued from page one.

After this comment, the
audience began talking about
other serious issues associated
with pornography.
Brown said he was surprised
and happy that people were
interested in pornography on
an analytical level, as evident
from the discussion after the
presentation.
Students had positive reactions to the event.
"It was very informative and

Priest finds patrons

House bill to outlaw late-term abortions

By ELLEN KNICKMEYER
Associated Press Writer

by JOHN MCCARTHY

VATICAN CITY — The first
full-time fund-raiser for the
Vatican
Museums
makes
money the old-fashioned way
— he urns it, hunting down a
patron for each antique vase,
faded fresco or tarnished treasure.
In five years on the job, the
Rev. Allen Duston has signed

Supreme Court justice.
The bill was recommended
for passage by the full House by
a 10-1 vote, with Democratic
Rep. Peter Lawson Jones
objecting that the process was
moving too fast. The bill was
scheduled for a floor vote in the
House on Wednesday.
The bill would create the

Associated Press Writer
! COLUMBUS, Ohio — The
House Criminal Justice Committee on Tuesday recommended a bill that would outlaw lateterm abortions, despite concerns by the panel's chairwoman about a similar law
that was blocked by a U.S.

offense of "partial-birth feticide," a second-degree felony,
against the doctor who performs it. An exception would be
created if the life or health of
the mother was at risk.
The procedure, known as
dilation
and
extraction,
removes a fetus from a woman
whose pregnancy is in the third
trimester.
The
procedure

BG News Spring
Applications Available
210 West Hall ~ 419.372.6968
city
news
sports
page 3
entertainment
web reporters
web designers
copy editors
photographers
columnists
cartoonists
layout designers
graphic designers

"You'll find our places

1 SRSSSf

are Purrrfec, for your

Although a woman's cervix is
dilated, the head of the fetus
cannot pass through it, so an
incision is made in the skull
base and the skull's contents
arc drained,

ByANNEGEARAN
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON
— The
White House is helping prepare a class-action suit
against gun makers, alleging
that guns and how they are
marketed have contributed to
violence in public housing projects, administration officials
said Tuesday.

fall into the hands of criminals.
The new legal effort was
made known Tuesday and was
described by some officials as
more of a threat aimed at
bringing gun manufacturers
to the negotiating table than
an effort to take them to
court.
The administration hopes
the threat of a national lawsuit will force gun makers to
agree to end practices such as
marketing guns that are
impervious to fingerprints.
A negotiated agreement
would allow the administration and gun control advocates to claim a victory at a
time when Congress has
rejected writing into law new
firearms restrictions wanted
by President Clinton.
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1 R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.

Next to Kinko's

352-9302

W

If you've borrowed any
Ltoiversity Dining
serviceware this semester
-NOWis the time to return it without
penalty. See your local dining
unit for drop off locations.
Thanks for your help!
kp 11-22-99 Ads

December 6-12,1999
-—*.

24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
13040

Gain valuable experience in the marketing Held.
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable, professional, outgoing.
goal oriented individual 10 manage and execute promotions

See what BGSU Telefund has to offer:
• Above minimum wage
• Prizes and rewards lor excellent performance
• Great resume experience lor public relations
marketing, and communications majors (but
all majors are welcome to apply)
It you're enthusiastic about BGSU and if
you're a great conversationalist, this might be
your oportunlty. Come to the Telefund Center
to see a detailed job description and to fill out
an application

for university sponsored marketing program.
• Part time employment opportunity

• Excellent pay
• All expense paid national training conference

• For 00 school year-Spring Semester
• Nationwide program
Call Kristin at 1-800-377-1924 ext. 208 for more
information and to schedule an interview.

The Teletund Center is located on me north side ol
Harshman between Chapman and Bromtieid Go
through the glass door to the right ot the loading dock.
tollow the hallway to Teiefund'

PROMOTIONS
^55v

(i
for Dining Services'
silverware, china,
glasses <& trays

wm

'The
administration
intends to work aggressively
to ... try to work to reach a settlement with the industry,"
White House domestic policy
adviser Bruce Reed said. "If
settlement is not possible,
then the public housing
authorities are prepared to go
forward with their suit."
Administration
officials
said the White House and the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development are helping prepare the suit even
though the actual plaintiff
would be independent local
authorities that run federal
housing programs.
The White House and HUD
want gun makers to agree to a
code of conduct that includes
cracking down on disreputable gun dealers and mak- .
ing safer guns.

Need some extra cash?
Looking for a great
on-campus job for Spring 2000?

Student Marketing Manager
Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733, 755, 777 Manville Ave.
825 3° St.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710,? Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138" N. Main St.

up enough monied Americans
for repair projects ranging
from the newly finished
restoration of the Sistine
Chapel to polishing up Pope
Pius XI's old roadster.
"An easy sell," the globe-'
trotting
American
priest,
recalls at his computer in an
old papal library, adding, "And
the papal carriages were a very
easy sell."

White House helping prepare
suit

Those suits claim that gun
manufacturers have sold
defective products or marketed them in ways that increase
the likelihood that they will

"applications & job descriptions on-line

Campus Manor

fetus through the birth canal.

The class-action lawsuit by
some or all of the nation's
3,100 local housing authorities would be patterned on
suits filed against the industry by 29 cities and counties,
the officials said.

TO Day,

Get ready for next Summer & Fall

involves partial delivery of the

I learned a lot about porn I did
not know," said Ryan Masters,
a senior pre-law major.
He said he was happy to
learn that porn is now legal
again in Bowling Green and
that he was "heading straight
to the video store."
Students had to read a disclaimer which stated that
explicit adult themes would be
shown at the presentation and
that the program did not reflect
the views of the University
administration, Student Activities or U.A.O.

Sprint PCS
Now Offers Serviced
in Bowling Green!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

?> Come join us in the celebration! ^\;

Now Leasing for Fall 2000

Wednesday, December 8, 1999
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM

• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments

All units Include:
• 2 bedrooms • Dish Washers
• 2 baths
• Garbage Disposals
• 3 and 4 person rates available

The Junction Bar & Grill ( upstairs) ,
110 N. Main Street
BOwling Green
: )
Please join us as we celebrate Sprint PCS Service in Bowling
Green. Sprint PCS will provide appetizers, tun, gifts, and
prizes! The Junction Bar & Grill will be ottering Happy Hour
drink specials!
Sprint PCS Offeni Clear Calling Anytime, Anywhere.
Sprint PCS burlt the only all-digital. all-PCS nationwide network from the ground up tor clearer calls, serving more than
280 major metropolitan areas.
Hurry and receive 500 Free Night and Weekend Minute* on
all standard local plans starting at $29 99 To lind out more,
call 419-897-3400.

Sprint
The clear alternative to cellular

Come Sign Up Todays Units Going Fast'
"*"

' ;>^

h

Sprint PCS'
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

Falcons proud of season
By NICK HURM
The BU News
There's something about
the 1999 volleyball season that will stay in
the heart of the members of the
Bowling Green volleyball team
forever.

BG hoops
shows class

Maybe it was because of the
tremendous turnaround. After
going 11-21 the year before, the
Falcons had the second biggest
turnaround in their history, finishing at 21-12.
Or maybe it was the big win
over Miami in the first round of
the Mid-American Championship. Alter time upon time of
watching the Miami players
celebrate through the net, it
was BG's turn. No player in the
orange and brown uniform had
won a postseasongame or beaten the Redllawks since the
1993 season.
"The Miami game was probably the most emotional match
of the season just because it
was a do or die game," senior
setter [leather Greig said.
"That game was necessary to
put In i back on the map as a
volleyball team. It was the most
emotional game that I have
ever played in.

"The Miami game was probably the most
emotional match of the season just because it
was a do or die game. That game was
necessary to put BG back on the map as a
volleyball team."
Heather Greig
htkoH Senior Hitler
But most off all what really
seemed to stand out for the Falcon squad was the return of
respect from the opposition.
This was the first time in years
that BG was once again being
compared to the powerhouse
Falcon squads of the late 80's
and early 90's.
"I think we have brought
some respect back," senior middle-hitter Lori Kemerer said.
"The past three years we really
have not had a good program
winning-wise. Anytime you
start winning teams are going
to respect you more."
"The Fabulous Four," BG's
senior class led the way to the
Falcons' success. Both Kemerer
and left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis were named to the AllMAC team while Greig made
the all-tournev team. Kemerer

Last Saturday, I had the
pleasure of Ruing to Guild
Arena in downtown Cleveland
to watch the Falcons play
against Cleveland State.
I got down there early
enough, with my friends and
co-workers Nick Hurm and
Matt Steiner, to also see the
entire Cincinnati vs. Gonzaga
game. It was exciting and
thrilling to see the number one
team in the nation two feet
from my face. While watching
them play, I came to realize
something that I don't like
ahout some teams.
All the members of the
Cincinnati squad were hot dogs
and all felt they deserved the
ball more than their tcaniuiates. They are a very, very
talented team but that doesn't
take you anywhere if there is
not discipline or teamwork. I
saw several members of the
squad make stupid mistakes
because they were trying to get
themselves on SportsCenter.
This mistakes were followed up
by Hobby Muggins, Cincinnati's
coach, giving them a tongue By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
favorite to win the Heisman
(ashing.
Trophy on Saturday night
,\/' Football Writer
• Normally when a coach yells
Dayne broke Ricky Williams'
NEW YORK — Ron Dayne
al you, he is just doing his job had his reasons for staying at 1-year-old Division I rushing
and trying to make the person a Wisconsin instead of running record in his final game at
better player. But when Hug- off early to the NFL.
Camp Randall Stadium. The
gins would yell at his players or
He wanted to spend another Badgers' 5-foot-10, 254-pound
offer them advice, they would year with his 2-year-old daugh- tailback ran for 216 yards in a
roll their eyes and walk away ter, Jada, and his girlfriend, 41-3 rout of Iowa last month to
from him. This is a sign of a Alia Lester He wanted to earn boost his career total to 6,397
team with no discipline or a degree in Afro-American yards, breaking Williams'mark
sense of "the team is greater studies. And he wanted to of 6,279 yards.
than me" slogan.
Dayne led No. 4 Wisconsin
break the NCAA major college
Kenyon Martin, the Bearcats career rushing record.
(9-2) to its first outright Big Ten
6-9 senior forward, was very
One thousand eight hundred Conference title since 1962 and
entertaining to watch because thirty-four yards later
and a second straight trip to the
of his power with the ball and much closer to a diploma — Rose Bowl. He carried 303
his ability to block shots with Dayne accomplished every- times for 1,834 yards — a 6.1almost ease. But Martin would thing he set out to do in his yard average — and scored 19
put on a show or give his oppo- senior season.
touchdowns.
nent a death look after he
This season he ranked secOn Tuesday, he won The
blocked their shot or if they Associated Press' College Play- ond nationally in rushing at
argued a foul they committed er of the Year Award in ballot- 166.7 yards a game. He was
on Martin.
ing by AP member newspapers, fourth in scoring (10.4 points)
It is also strange to see a TV and radio stations.
and ninth in all-purpose
team such as Cincinnati, with
Dayne received 43 of the 82 yardage (167.6). He also ran for
all of the talent they have had votes in the AP balloting. He 200 or more yards four times.
in the past few years, not make beat Virginia Tech redshirt
The numbers are even more
rt even to the Sweet 16. My freshman quarterback Michael impressive considering he sat
guess is the individual players Vick, who had 14 votes. Purdue out the second halves of
arc more interested in their quarterback Drew Brees was blowout wips over Murray
personal stats instead of the third with six votes.
State, Ball State and Indiana.
team goals. If they all played
"Although my name is on the In an easy victory over Michitogether, lose the attitudes and award, I share it with my line- gan State, Dayne ran for 214
. focus hard on their season-long men and fullback — they do all yards but carried only once in
foals, Cincinnati could be a the hard work and I just run," the fourth quarter. The Sparyard team to beat.
Dayne, of Berlin, N.J., said. tans came into the game with
It was a pleasure to watch "Winning this player of the year the No. 1 rushing defense.
the Falcons play the way they award is nice because it is
"This award is a great trib•do. Despite the incredible picked by the people who watch
ute for Ron, the ultimate team
'amount of talent on the team, the game closely"
player, to realize this individual
BG seemed to play with much
Recently, Dayne won player
!>cam spirit and they also lis- of the year awards from the acclaim as the nation's top
tened to what coach I),in Walter Camp Foundation and player," Badgers coach Barry
.jbakich had to offer. Yes, they The Sporting News. He is the Alvarez said.
jdid a little showboating - and
Xct's not forget this is college
^basketball - but Cincinnati
•seemed to do it after every single play.
' The Falcons are a great team
■"find their unselfishness should
jjrarry them very far this season.
jjAlso, the dunks by Trent .lack
'■51IN. Keith Mi Li-mi and Dave
Estcrkamp give BU fans someding they're not really used to
rid really get the crowd into it.
The Cincinnati kind of attitude can even be seen at the
professional level, example
eing the Los Angles Lakers,
he Lakers are one of the most
f alniicil teams in the NBA but
they have had an unsuccessful
playoff hunt the last couple of
easons. With Shaq O'Ncil,
iobe Bryant and (Men Rice, the
kers have enough fire and
jltar power to sink a battleship.
S.nce bringing in Phil JackAssociated Pre*. Photo
ton, the Lakers seem to be
nore focused than ever and Wisconsin running back Ron Dayne scampers into the end zone
hey actually pass the ball to
•See STELLA, page nine during the 1999 season. Dayne was named the AP College Football Player of the Year and is also up for the Heisman Trophy.

made quite an accomplishment
putting herself in a first place
tie with Lisa Mika (89-92) as
queen of the Falcons' blockers.
Both Mika and Kemerer ended
their careers with 413 block
assist. Kemerer finished second
behind Mika in total blocks
with 523. This total also placed
her fifth in MAC history.
"I've accomplished a lot in
my four years here," Kemerer
said. "It feels good. She (Mika)
was one of the best here in volleyball. Now my name is up
there with her."
Lewis will go down as the
only Falcon to date that has
ever won the MAC Player of the
Week three times in one season. She ended her career with
1,277 kills, fifth in school history. Of her career kill total, 527
•See BG, page nine

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMXUHLE
The Falcon volleyball team celebrates a point during a recent
match. BG finished the season 21-12 overall and 12-6 in the MidAmerican Conference, good enough for a second place finish in
the MAC East.

CCHA all about home
Dayiie takes
advantage
last
weekend
'AP Player
of
the Year9 award
By DEREK MCCORD
The BG News
Home team advantage was
key in Central Collegiate Hockey Association play, with home
teams going 11-2 and the
Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks
completing the only sweep of
the weekend against the Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks.
The sweep was the first conference sweep in school history.
The eight ranked Maverick
offense produced nine goals
against the worst ranked
defense in the conference. The
Maverick offense outshot the
Nanooks 84-51 over the course
of the two games.
Senior Maverick forward
Derek Reynolds scored his very
first goal of the season in Friday's 5-3 win. The goal boosted
Reynolds' confidence, who
ended the weekend with two
goals and two assists. Reynolds
also had a plus-minus rating of
plus two to give him the CCHA
Offensive Player of the Week
Honor.
Nebraska-Omaha goaltcnder
Kendall Sidoruk has started all
of his teams games this season
and has played 711:06 minutes
out of a possible 740:00.
The Mavericks in their last
nine games are 4-1-4 and have
been undefeated at home since
Oct. 16. The Nanooks are on an
11 game losing streak, which is
the worst in school history
since the 1981-82 season, when
the Nanooks lost their last 14
games.
Alaska-Fairbanks are off for
a month until they play Western Michigan on Jan. 7-8. The

Mavericks head to Michigan's
Yost Arena for next week's two
game series.
Masters Gets His Second
Award
In
Consecutive
Weeks
Bowling Green goalie Tyler
Masters was awarded Rookie of
the Week after the weekend
split against Michigan. In Friday's impressive win against
the
Wolverines,
Masters
stopped 29 of.31 shots and
stopped 28 of 31 shots on Saturday's loss. Masters sustained
an ankle injury with 4:20 left in
Saturday's game.
Friday's win broke a 13 game
winless streak against the
Wolverines where the Falcons
went 0-12-1.
Ohio State Starting to
Heat Up
After starting the season
with at 2-11-0 record the Buckeyes have won four of their last
five games. Buckeye forward
Eric Meloche scored a natural
hat trick on Sunday's 4-1 win
over Miami after losing to
Miami on Friday 5-0. Meloche
also added an assist for a career
game high of four points.
On Sunday Ohio State for
the first time since the Oct. 29
meeting against Maine that the
Buckeyes have not given up a
power play goal.
Lake
Superior
State
Goalie Grabs Defensive
Honor
Lake Superior State goaltender Jayme Platt helped the
Lakers defeat the Northern
Michigan Wildcats for the first
time in eight games and was
awarded Defensive Player of

the Week for the effort. Platt
made 81 saves on the weekend.
The Lakers finally got their
power play on a roll when they
scored five power play goals on
the weekend.
The Lakers
power play goal total before the
weekend was ten.
The Lakers have been perfect this season when they have
scored first and are winless
when the opposing team draws
first blood.

BG News Photo/ HIKE
LEHMKUHULE

Falcon icer Austin de Luis
celebrates with BG fans Friday during the hockey team's
win over Michigan.

Puller says Browns growing
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
BEREA, Ohio — Standing
on the sideline, Corey Fuller
watched as the Chargers took
turns knocking Browns rookie
quarterback Tim Couch to the
ground.
So when Fuller saw Couch
lower his eyes, he knew it was
time for a blitz of his own.
Couch had just thrown a crucial interception in the fourth
quarter of Cleveland's 23-10
loss to San Diego, and before he
could get off the field, Fuller
was in the QB's face just like
one of the Chargers defensive
linemen.
But when Fuller reached
Couch he delivered a message,
not a jarring tackle.
"I told Tim, "We're still with
you, hang in tBere,"' Fuller

said. "I just wanted to make
sure he was all right."
Fuller's
gesture
came
straight from the heart.
Outspoken, and at times outrageous, Fuller is the Browns'
free-spirited free safety. He is
one of the NFL's top trash talkers on the field, and one of its
more insightful players off it.
He can be hard-edged and
soft at the same time.
During
training
camp,
Fuller, whose brother was shot
and killed seven years ago,
broke down crying on the field
when he learned that a 13-yearold Cleveland girl had been
accidentally shot to death by a
playmate.
But above all, the 28-yearold Fuller, who played his first
four pro seasons in Minnesota,
has been one of uee expansion

Browns' leaders.
"He's been an excellent
leader. He's very vocal," said
Cleveland coach Chris Palmer.
Fuller willingly switched
from his natural position of cornerback to safety when Tim
McTyer was lost for the year to
injury, and has played well. He
is also a member of the Browns'
seven-player committee that
oversees team troubles.
Last week, the Browns had a
huge one.
Following the team's loss to
Tennessee, offensive tackles
Orlando Brown and Lomas
Brown criticized fellow lineman
Scott Rehberg for not playing
against the Titans because he had
the flu.
The issue wouldn't go away
and came to a head on Friday
•See BROWNS.
Dace inine
'Nj. page
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iTANDINGS
National Football I .ague
At A Glance

National Baa tetball Aaaociation
Al A Clancr

The Men'a Top Twenty Five
By The Associated Press

AMERICAN CI1NFERFNCE

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divi lion
W

L

Pet

GB

13

4

765

—

Miami

Record

Pts

Pva

1 Cincinnati i55)

5-0

1.747

1

2 Arizona (61

60

1.647

4

3 Stanford (9l

5-0

1.620

3

4 Michigan St

6-1

1.454

8

5 Kansas

60

1.451

6

W

L

T

Pel.

Indianapolis

10

2

0

833

Miami

8

4

0

667

6 Connecticut

5 1

1.402

5

Buffalo

8

4

0

667

7 North Carolina ill

5-1

1.333

2
7

Niw York

10

9

526

4

Philadelphia

10

10

500

4 1/2

Orlando

9

9

500

4 1/2

New England

7

5

0

583

8 Aubum

4-1

1.231

Boston

8

8

500

4 1/2

N Y Jets

4

8

0

333

9 Florida

51

1.044

11

Washington

5

14

263

9

Central

10 Texas

4 1

1.043

9

New Jersey

3

15

167

10 1/2

Central Diviaion

Jacksonville

11

1

0

917

11 UCLA

3-0

1.032

12

Tenne-

9

3

0

750

12 Syracuse

60

994

14

Pltlsburgh

5

7

0

417

13 Ohio St.

2-1

869

15

14 Duke

5-2

822

17

15 Indiana

40

774

23

16 Tennessee

60

760

IB

550

21

—

Toronto

11

6

647

—

Baltimore

5

7

0

417

Charlotte

10

7

588

1

Cincinnati

3

10

0

231

Indiana

10

7

588

1

Cleveland

2

11

0

154

Milwaukee

10

7

588

1

Cleveland

8

7

533

2

Atlanta

8

9

471

3

Detroit

8

Chicago

1

10

444

3 1/2

14

067

9

Weal
Seattle

8

4

0

667

17 Oklahoma St

60

Kai, a. City

7

5

0

583

18 Wake Forest

50

475

Oakland

6

6

0

500

19 Temple

2-2

395

10

San Diego

5

7

0

417

20 DePaul

42

378

22

Denver

4

8

0

333

21 Maryland

6-2

317

24

22 Illinois

3-2

272

16

23 Kentucky

33

224

13

24 Gonraga

4 1

194

25

25 Purdue

3-2

181

19
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Midweat Divi sion

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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Pet

San Antonio

14

5

737

-

Eaat

W

L

T
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Utah

10

7

588

3

Washington

7

5

0

r.83

6

6

0

500

GB

Denver

9

8

529

4

Arizona

HUlMtl tl

7

7

500

4 1/2

Dallas

6

6

0

500

Dalian

7

12

368

7

NY-Giant.

6

6

0

500

Houston

7

12

368

7

Philadelphia

3

10

0

231

Vancouver

3

14

176

10

Pacific Diviaion
Portland

It

4

789

LA Lukors

14

4

778

—
1/2

Detroit

8

4

0

667

Tampa Bay

8

1

0

1,1,7

tlreen Bay

7

5

0

Minnesota

7

5

0

583

Chirago

9

8

0

385

2

0

833

II

4

733

2

West

13

5

722

1 1/2

x-St Louis

10

Phoenix

11

6

647

3

Carolina

5

7

0

11 1

LA Clippers

4

13

235

10

Atlanta

3

9

0

250

Golden State

2

14

125

11 1/2

s.n, PVaneiato

3

9

0

250
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Boxer's passion for sport
had deadly consequences
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Surrounded
by the tools of boxing — heavy
bage and speed equipment —
Ihf mother of Stcphan Johnson
recalled how she begged her
son to quit the sport that would
eventually take his life.
"I am heartbroken," Ira
Johnson, the fighter's mother,
said Tuesday. "I am devastated.
He was my life."
She sat with family in a
semicircle in a ring at Gleason's
Gym in Brooklyn, where Johnson trained. The 31-year-old
boxer collapsed during a tight
in Atlantic City, N.J., on Nov.
20 and died Sunday.
Johnson's mother said she
had asked her son to leave box-

M.ui,i(;( [IHIK InC.

Leasing for January
Management Inc.
Hillsdale A pts.

1082 Fairview
Large studios,
9 1/2 -12 mo leases

Start! al S380- Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.,
215 E. Poc
Studios & huge I bdrms
Laundry on site
Rent starts at S250,
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow Home Apis..
830 Fourth St
I bdrm . gas heat. A/C.
Remodeled
Starting at $400
Call 353-5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
NOW LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main Si. for complete listing or call 353-5800
www.wcnei.org/-mecca

Others receiving vote*: Oklahoma 158. St Jot n's 135. Day
ton 129. Utah 124. NC State 115. Miami 36. Tulsa It. Michigan
33. Southern Miss 19. Minnesota 12, Creighton 11.1 Si: 9. Kent 8,
Notre Dana ft. Murray Si

7

Mi

6. Sienu 6. UNLV 5.

I'.nn St 1
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ing, but he loved the sport too
much for that.
"Stephan had a passion for
boxing," she said. "He really
loved boxing from the time he
was a little kid, 5 years old —
loved it with all his heart.
"Whenever I talked to him
about stopping, he said, 'Stop
asking me to quit. I've never
been in jail. I've never done
drugs. Let me pursue my passion."'
There was some question
about why Johnson was in thiring in the first place. On April
14. he was knocked out by Fritz
Vanderpool in a fight in Toronto
and placed on medical suspension in Canada. He then was
licensed following a physical
exam in South Carolina and
won a fight in Greenville. S.C.,

in August.
That set him up for a shot at
USBAjunior middleweight title
in a bout against Paul Vaden on
the undcrcard of an HBO show.
The purse was $10,000.
Johnson seemed to be winning when he suddenly staggered back in the 10th round,
took some punches and went
down.
Fifteen days later, he was
dead
Elvis Phillips, who once
managed Johnson and now
manages Vaden, recalled visiting his ex-tighter when he
trained in Gleason's for the title
fight.
"He lold me, 'You know, you
all are in trouble,"'the manager
said. "He was right. We were."

AP Sports Writer
'
CINCINNATI — Former Cincinnati Bengals running back James Brooks will enter a
work-release program to complete his sixmonth jail sentence for failure 10 pay morr
than $110,000 in child support.
Brooks, whose football contracts sometimes
exceeded $1 million, will begin working this
week for about $10 an hour'at a concrete cumi
pany.
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Spielman turns down OSU
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Chris Spielmarf,
who says his main goal in life still is to somp;
day become head football coach at Ohio State,
has turned down a chance to join the OSU
staff as defensive ends coach.
Spielman told WTVN radio Monday night
his duties at home with his wife, Stefanie,
who is recovering from breast cancer surgery,
and their two children keep him from moving.
into the college ranks at this time.
Spielman, currently a weekend NFL analyst for Fox, said coach John Cooper talked to
him several times about the vacancy, created
when Cooper fired Shawn Simms last week,'
Spielman retired from the Cleveland
Browns this year after suffering a neck injury.
He sat out the previous season while with th.c
Buffalo Bills to be with his wife while she
underwent cancer treatments.
He played for Ohio State from 1984 to
1987.

year contract

SEATTLE MARINERS-- Agreed to UnU with OK Jay Buhner on a one-year contract Exercised 2002 option on LHP Jamie
Mover

National Ia*ugue
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS-Named Soon Coolbaugh man
ager ot High Desert nf tht> California League
ATLANTA BRAVES Cl led RHI'H.if.iel Medir, lolfwaners
from Florida Dc-ignatcd C Fernando Lunar l.u BaiigTirMfll

FLORIDA MARLINS—Promoted Ron Colangelo to via pre-i
dent ol communication! and hroadiasting Named Erie tailing
ton dim lor ul madia relations
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS- Sifnad K Bill Curli-y

AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND, Calif. — Investors who want!
ed to buy the Oakland Athletics have witH
drawn their $12 million deposit, three montfi
after major league baseball refused to approvr
the deal.
The cancellation of the offer on Mondaj
means developers Steve Schott and Ken Hofmann will keep the A's and the lease with the
Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum Autlioritv
that expires in 2001 A deal is close that will
extend the lease through 2004, in exchange I'm
a cash contribution toward marketing the
team, sources told The Oakland Tribune.
City Council President Ignacio De Ln
Fuente wouldn't talk about details.

Carruth posts bond
By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writer
CHARLOTTE, NC. — Rae
Carruth's release on a $3 million bond does not make him
eligible to rejoin the Carolina
Panthers as he fights charges
that he tried to kill his pregnant girlfriend. •
Carruth posted the bond
Monday night .and walked out

of Charlotte-Mecklenburg jail,
where he had been held since
his Nov. 25 arrest for a Nov. 16
shooting that left Cherica
Adams in critical condition.
Neither Carruth nor his
attorney, George Laughrun,
would comment as they walked
out of the jail, got into a waiting
vehicle and drove away.
Carruth was placed on a
leave of absence without pay by

the Panthers last week, and the
NFL has changed his status
from active to a classification
called "exempt-commissioner's
permission." Once a player is
put in that classification, he
must stay there for the remainder of the season, team and
league officials said.
Carruth's
release
was
arranged by D & D Bonding
Services, a Charlotte company.
D & I) declined to say how
much it charged to guarantee
Carruth's appearance at future
court proceedings.
The terms of his release
include calling for Carruth to
remain in Mecklenburg County
but stay away from the victim,
her family and Carolinas Medical Center, where Adams
remains in critical condition If

Adams dies, Carruth's bond
would
automatically
be
revoked.
i
Carruth was released about
five hours after he and three
other men were indicted by. a
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Coun(\
grand jury for conspiracy {<
commit first-degree murder,
attempted murder and shooting
into an occupied vehicle.
At the request of prosecators, the grand jury also indicted the four on an additional
charge of assault with a deatfly
weapon with intent to inflict
serious injury.
The additional charge gives
authorities an opportunity to
raise the amount of the bond foi
the defendants, all of whopi
have been held at the Char
lotte-Mecklenburg jail.
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BROWNS
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continued from page seven
during a heated team meeting
before the trip to San Diego as
players got a chance to air their
gripes on the Rehberg matter
and others.
Fuller thinks it may be a
turning point in the Browns'
growth.
"I think that whole thing
helped the team," he said. "I
don't think as a professional,
you can just go around and
bash people. I think we handled
the situation well for a team
that's just come together."
This season has been a frustrating one for Fuller and some
of the Browns other veterans
like Jamil- Miller and Terry
Kirby. All have enjoyed success
in the NFL but find themselves
part of a team building its
future player by player and win
by win.
Still, Fuller, who came within a whisker of playing in the
Super Bowl last season with
the Vikings, feels he made the
right move.
"I have no regrets," said
Fuller. "I have regrets as far as
us not winning. But regrets
about coming to Cleveland? Not

continued from page seven
continued from page seven
of them came this season.
one another.
Greig ends her career with
2,646 assist which is good for
To sum it up, shut up and
fourth place in school history,
edging out' assistant coach play ball. If your teammate is
Wendy (Watkins) Teaman by 27 open, pass it to him. Don't do
something stupid that will just
assists.
Pesorda, the lone senior get you in trouble. If you do
walk-on, proved her high school that, no one will stop you or
coach wrong who said she your team
would never play Division I volleyball. Pesorda not only
On a side note, this is my
played, but also had her name last edition of "Good Stella" and
inscribed in the record books in
blocks, assists and kills. The 1 must say it has been a plearight-side hitter ended her sure to entertain the BG public.
career 10th overall in total I hope I have made you laugh,
blocks with 251, ninth overall made you think and made you
(and first for nonsetters) in want to kick my as# at one
assist with 282, and 13th over- point or another. If any of these
all with 782 kills.
are true, then I have done my
Another aspect that made
the season so successful for the job well.
team was its closeness. KemerPete Stella is also ending his
er believes that this year's team
was the closest out of the four time as Senior Assistant Sports
Editor. He has loved writing his
years she has been here.
"By far the closeness of the column this semester and he
team has been the best," also appreciates the emails he
Kemerer said. "The bond of the has gotten throughout the fall.
team is amazing. It makes it so
If you think his picture is cute
much easier playing and practicing. We didn't have a lot of or if you want to say goodbye to
email
him
at
the problems we've had in pre- him,
pstella@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
vious years."

at all."
Fuller said this season
reminds him of his rookie year
in Minnesota when he had to
adjuat to losing after going 426-1 in four years at Florida
State. It was during that time
when he was taught about commitment and togetherness by
Pro Bowl wideout Cris Carter.
He's trying to instill the
same sense of oneness with the
young Browns.
"You always heard the older
players should make it better,"
he said. "So even if you're not
going to be here next year, try
to make it better for the guys
coming in, make it conducive
for them to love playing for the
Cleveland Browns.
"That's what it's all about.
No matter how much it comes
down to X's and O's and dollars,
you've got to have love Tor the
game and that's what I mean
by family."
So when Couch threw the
interception, Fuller's instincts
told him it was time to help a
family member in need.
"I just didn't want him to
think it was his fault," he said.
"It's like a brother. I love him
like that."

STELLA

NBA players among
customers at strip club
Rodman paid $411, $516, $786,
$895, $926, and $946 in Gold
Bucks during visits from 1995
to 1998, the newspaper said.
Steven Kaplan, owner of the
Gold Club, and 14 other defendants were indicted Nov. 4 on
charges including prostitution,
racketeering, money-laundering, loan-sharking and creditcard fraud. They have pleaded
innocent.
No athletes were named in
the indictment and none faces
allegations of wrongdoing. NBA
spokesman Brian Mclntyre
said the league was monitoring
developments.
"We have not started any
investigation," Mclntyre said.
Lori Hamamoto, a spokeswoman for the Knicks, said the
club would have no comment.
Calls today to agents for Ewing,
Rodman and Oakley were not
immediately returned.
NBA players are not prohibited from accepting free food
and drink at bars, restaurants
or strip clubs.

Assocuited Press Writer
NEW YORK — An Atlanta
strip club linked to organized
crime provided thousands of
dollars' worth of strippers and
alcohol to professional athletes
including Patrick Ewing, Dennis Rodman and Charles Oakley, the Daily News of New York
reported today.
The Gold Club allegedly gave
the athletes phony money
called "Gold Bucks" that it normally sells to patrons so they
can give them to strippers or
rent a private VIP room, the
Daily News said. It added that
athletes also got free drinks.
The
newspaper
quoted
unidentified federal sources
and investigative records as
saying that during five nights
in April 1998, "Patrick Ewing
and friends" ran up a bill of
$2,233, including a $991 tab in
a single night at the club.
Oakley, who left the New
York Knicks in June 1998 and
now plays for Toronto, was
comped for $1,313 and $665 on
two nights in June 1997, while

Jurors hear opening arguments
By DAN LEWERENZ
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBIA, S.C. — Charlotte Hornets owner George
Shinn lured a woman to his
Tega Cay home by telling her
she was going to meet his attorney but instead sexually
assaulted her, a lawyer for the
woman says.
Leslie Price was groped by
Shinn in the car on the way to
the home and only stopped
when she objected, lawyer Victoria Eslinger said in opening
arguments today.
Price is suing Shinn for sexual assault.
Shinn gave Price a tour of
the home, but when they got to
the master bedroom, Shinn
forced Price to perform oral sex,
Auociated Press Photo Eslinger said.
Shinn's attorney said the sex
Cleveland Brown's cornerback Cory Fuller attempts to break up
a pass intended for Minnesota Vikings receiver Randy Moss ear- was consensual. He said Price
lier in the season. Fuller feels the Browns are coming together. was in the process of getting
divorced and is suing to get

City Events

Travel

Reggae with The Ark Band
Thurs Dec 9. Easy Streel Cale
www.littlerTiijnk.corn/1hearkband

"SPRING BREAK 2000"
Free trips. Free Drinks. Free Meals!
Hottest Destinations, Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www.sunsplashtourscom
SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT. THE "FUN
PLACE-! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE, HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

372-6977
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Campus Events

Travel

Avla Shoe Raffle at the Reel
Dec. 7th S 8th
4 00pm-10:00pm
All proceeds benefit Dance Marathon!
"Bursarable"
The Clash Documentary will be showing
Dec 9th at 9pm in 111 CHscamp! The admittance is free with a canned good! Take
a study break with WFAL & enjoy the
Clash Documentary before everyone
else
YOU CAN STILL APPLY TO BE A
UNIV 100 PEER FACILITATQBI
JUST PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN
THE FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE
OFFICE. 406 MOSELEY HALL, AND
FILL IT OUT OVER BREAK!
APPLICATIONS DUE FRIDAY.
JANUARY 14, 2000 ? Call 2-9558

• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Flonda!
Now Hmng Campus Reps!
Best Pnces Guaranteed. Book Now & Receive Free Meal Plans! 1 -800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummer1ours.com.
GO DIRECT1 HI Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages! Guarunteed Lowest Pncel 1-800367-1252. www.spnngbreakdirect.com
Spring Break '00
Cancun. Mazatlan, or
Jamaica from $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

money to sustain her lifestyle.
Attorney Bill Diehl said
Price has changed her story
several times, that she lied
about an affair shortly before
the Sept. 5. 1997 incident with
Shinn, and that she told the
man she had the affair with to
lie to State Law Enforcement
Division investigators.
"She might not know the
truth if it hit her in the face,"
Diehl said.
Eslinger planned to call
Shinn to the stand today.
Circuit Judge Costa M. Pleicones warned the jury Monday
that the trial probably will continue into next week. Selection
got under way late because conflicting information was sent to
potential jurors about when to
appear, the judge said.
Two men were dismissed
after telling the judge they
could not be impartial because
of news accounts of the case.

One said he was a fan of the
NBA team.
The judge told jurors to
ignore news accounts, but also
warned them to maintain interest even if proceedings become
lengthy and dry.
"This is not television," Pleicones said. "This is not going to
be Ally McBeal."
The judge said he is considering letting jurors take notes.
He also ruled on several pretrial questions, including allowing
some testimony from a Charlotte Hornets cheerleader who
said Shinn coerced her into a
two-year sexual relationship.
Shinn's lawyers also asked
the judge to prohibit testimony

about another woman, called
Jane Doe No. 3 in court documents. Shinn's lawyers said the
alleged
sexual
encounter
occurred too long ago to be relevant.
"It will be another wild goose
chase that creates another
minimal within a trial," Diehl
said.
Pleicones declined to rule
and, threatening to bar opening
statements, said lawyers on
both sides were raising issues
prematurely.
"You want a script of this
trial," he said. "I'm not going to
handle it that way."
Pleicones declared a mistrial
in September.

BLAST OFF INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM!!!
Why waif??? Get your apartment for next year today!
Mid Am Manor

■64miirdSL
-702 Third St.
■839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apartments
•710 Scott Hamilton W*
-730 Scott Hamilton
Indian Rivers
•702 Fourth St.
'■

I

Ashdon Apartments
■836 Scott Hamilton
■850 Scott Hamilton
Schmehz Rental Properties
-702 & Wooster
■620 Third SL
-122FrazeeAve.

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380

UNITS GOING FAST! .

Come sign up today!

Campbell Hill Apartments

OM

• 2 and 3 bedrooms
• All have A/C
• 1": baths

• Full basements
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000

Columbia Court Apartments

Congrats 2000
Executive Board!

OM

P resident: Jennie Dorko
V P of Chapter Development: Meghan We! 3t
V P of Cabinet: Jen Quinter
Si scretary: Molly Lautzenheiser
Tl easurer: Lisa Newman
R ecruitment: Emily Bright
P li Director: Megan Adams
S( E»clal: Christine Stellar
Pi anhellenic Representative: Kasey Lingva i
S( :holarship: Elaine Downard
Hi ouse Manager: Shannon Nickerson

(903,907,915,921,929,935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units#48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

Heinz Apartments
XlijK% N Enterprise. JHA.AfiFmzte
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces
• New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000

M— Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full baths.
• A/C. Fireplaces. & Microwaves

Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pm)
Saturday (9 am -1 pm>

Costa M. Pleicones
Judge for the George Shinn Trial

Call or stop by our office today!

FALL 2000 LEASING

Hours:

"This is not television. This is not going to be
AllyMcBeal."

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
GftltNBaiAR. INC.

OM

OM
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Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

'Candle Light Grand Ballroom Mass'
All students
Sunday, Dec. 12 at 8:00pm in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Come celebrate the
Coming of Christmas before the exams
and going home for winter break
sponsored by
St. Thomas More University Parish

Commencement Tickets
Call 419-381-1822
Will Pay

Fraternities * Sororities '
Clubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn $1000-$2000
with the easy CIS three hour tundraismg
event. No sales required Fundraismg
dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Dan Wolman at CIS. (800) 7975743.x. 301. or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

BG Newt Spring Applications
Available
210 West Hall
Positions available In new*, sports.
entertainment, city, opinion, copy
desk, web and page 3.

MENTION ALL STUDENTS:
Do you have a part-time job lor Spring?
Is il related to your major/career goals?
Come and see it you qualify tor
CO-OP 050
a NO-COST transcript notation
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment
Coop 310 SS Bldg ■ 372-245) details
Browse icpt.com tor Spnngbreak "2000"
ALL destinations ottered Tnp participants. Student Orgs & Campus Sales
Reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels. A
prices Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
DANCE MARATHON 2000
Take a step towards helping the kids 4
step into Galactic Tan Nov. 15-Dec. 15
Single visit is $5 A 5 visits is $20
25% of proceeds go to Dance Marathon
Give life Help infertile couple through
maternal surrogacy. Any nationality
acceptable. Excellent compensation.

(800) 450-5343
Need graduation fldostfl WMpay Call
Mike Delpozzo at 352-7840.
SPRING 2000 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE
FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE OR ON THE WEB AND ARE
DUE DEC 8 INTERVIEW TIME WILL BE
SCHEDULED WHEN APPLICATION IS
SUBMITTED

Wanted
Subieasers Needed ASAP
Huge 3 bdrm basement apt $550/mo.
very close to campus, across the street
from Campus Pollyeyes. 425 E. Court St..
ill. Slop by anytime or call 352-2708.
Easy going, open minded roommate
needed ASAP No rent untilJan $150 deposit Own room. Rent is $190 per month.
You pay only 1/3 of utilities Pool Call
Joni ® 372-4549
Female subleaser wanted. Spring semester $190 a month 1 block Irom campus
Furnished, everything brand new. call
Belh at 354-0546
Graduation Tickets Needed
Will pay S for them
Contact Beniamm 352-4869
In need of 1 extra graduation ticket
Please contacl
Lynn at 372-3034
Need 4 Dec. Graduation Tickets
Will Pay Money
Call Steve 8 352-6561
Need Dec Graduation Tickets
Will pay Call Annie at 372-5839.
One female subleaser needed ASAP.
House on E. Wcosier, right across from
campus Will have own room,
$250/monlh Call Tracey © 353-7236.

Female sublease' needed tor spnng semester. Own room in house at 828 5th
St.. $237 50 ♦ utils. Call colled after 5:00.
1-330-665-4110
1 female subleaser needed ASAP Very
nice apt. close to campus. Rent only
$243. mo + 1/3 utilities Please call Jill or
Enn at 354-8607.
1 graduation ticket needed.
Will pay cash-Call 353-3293
1 to 2 subieasers needed for Spring Semesler Very nice apt Call 354-3138.
1-2 suWeaser(s) needed for spnng
semester 00 House on E. Wooster St.
Rent negotiable. Call 353-3293.
2 graduation tickets needed
Will Pay
Call Candace © 353-6445
2 Graduation Tickets Needed!
Will pay!
Call Mandy 354-7218
ASAP Female roommate needed
for spring semester. Rent is S260/mth
starling January. Close to shuttle stop &
lots of other pluses. Call Tina 352-7436.
Attention Graduating Seniors
Looking (or 5 Graduation Tickets
Contact Leslie (419) 535-1547
Need December graduation tickets.
Will pay money
Call Jeremy at 352-7819
One Graduation ticket needed. Will pay.
please call Sara 372-3033.
PLEASE HELP
IN NEED OF 3 GRADUATION TICKETS
$ Will pay money $ Call 352-8393 ASAP
Subleaser for spring sem. in 3 br. house
167.00/mo., washer/dryer, dishwasher,
and close to campus and the bars. Call
Rebecca @ 354-6055
Subleaser wanted ASAP Nice spacious 1
bedroom apartment $395/month ♦ electric
Leave message at 352-7575.
Wanted 2 Graduation tickets
Will pay $
Call 353-0318
Will pay for graduation tickets. Call Julie
al 344-9392

Help Wanted
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply m person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC.. 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks Irom campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen nqxt to the railroad tracks

Carpet Cleaner
Long's Cleaners needs pt carpet cleaner
5-20 hrsAivk. will work around your
schedule. $8/hr Apply In person &
110 E Napoleon Rd
Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will tram

419-476-6640
Babysit 2 small children at a professor's
house in Perrysburg. (Spring sem.. afternoon, TR or MWF, $7.00/hr.) 372-8111
Babysitter for school-aged children Mon.,
Tues.A Wed 2:3O-6:00pm. Nice children,
good pay Must love children, be responsible, have car, good driving record and
references Please call Mary @ 352-8287
Full-time light manufacturing and flexible
time assembly jobs available Work a
schedule that meets your education and
spending needs. Walk to work Overtime
available between semesters. Part-time
must work a minimum of 12 hours per
week Up to $6.15 per hour plus attendance bonus to start, opportunity for increases Being dependable will win a
great part-time job next semester Apply
M-F, 8am-4pm at:
Pinnacle Plastic Products, 513 Napoleon
Road. Bowling Green, OH
Immediate Openings
Waterville company seeking full time permanent employees 2nd and 3rd shifts
available. $7 25 to start with $8 CO after
90 days. Benefits including 401K. health,
dental and vacation will be provided after
hire.
Renhill Staffing Services
1 -877-Renhill
Valet positions avail, for holiday season in
Cleveland & Columbus. Call Gwen in
Cleveland at 216-523-1111. Call Chris in
Columbus at 1 -888-469-7690 Parking
Solutions. Inc.
ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal
$7.00 - $7.50
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and parttime seasonal Order Entry personnel to
input orders into our order processing
system Positions are open now through
December on day and evening shifts, during the week and on weekends. Must
have basic computer and typing skills.
Positions are also open for customer
service and clencal personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person at our corporate offices M-F
from 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.. and Sat 10:00
a.m.-200 p.m. Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd., Maumee, OH. EOE.
WANTED: 39 PEOPLE
TO GET $$PAID$$
TO LOSE 5-100 LBS.
ALL NATURAL/GUARANTEED
1-888-233-1240

Now hinng: America Reads Tutors.
All majors welcome.
Must be Work Study eligible.
Starting pay $6.00 per hour.
Apply today at 531 Education Building.

For Sale
"1111 Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.
1987 Honda Accord
5 spd., 4 dr., 102k. new tires, runs well.
Asking $1900 obo Call 352-3054
1991 Mercury Cougar. Everything automatic. 10 CD changer, new tires, low
mileage. $3000 354-4244.
1991 Plymouth Sundance. 2 doors, very
good condition, asking $2,500 obo.

Call 352-2065
'86 Honda Accord. Gray, sunroof, power
steering Looks good $800 obo. Call
Kevin Simmons 353-8374
88 Nissan Sentra XE, 4 door, auto, good
condition, runs well, no rust, high miles.
$1200 354-8051.
'94 Toyota Celica yellow, sun roof, power
windows, power steering. A/C, excellent
condition Call Justin 373-0402
For Sale
20" gold chain, $300 OBO
Call 354-3198
For Sale Macromedia Freehand Graphics
Studio $100. Corel Ventura 7 publishing
software $100, Video Snapshot Snappy
$50. Surge protector $10. HP printers 620
$75, Pin printers $25, zip drive $40. computer desk and chair Can be paid for by
charge card. Closing business must sell!!
Many items never used 655-3066.
Homes from $19930 mo Repos, 4%
down. O.K. credit For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.
HONDAS FROM $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1 -600-319-3323 ext 4558

For Rent

For Rent

1 to 2 subieasers needed ASAP Spring
Semester. $360 mo. Nice 1 bdrm. Close
to campus Call Julie 352-6805

Apt. for rent. Greenmeadow Apt.
353-2772. Nice, quiet, dean units
Short leases available
Lowest rent in town.
Best value for your money.

"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year. Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry, «3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings. Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts. available.
1 bdrm. apt. Clean, by comer of E. Merry
& N. Enterprise. $350/mo. 354-0118.
•

1.2,3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

1 bedroom apartment for rent. Available
May 2000/Fall 2000, $4157month plus
electne. 354-2072.
1 subleaser needed for house ASAP,
$225/mo. excluding utilities, close to campus, furnished Call 353-8702.

352-7454
Lg. rm His! House, Private ent. Bay
window, $250 utils. incl
352-9925 before 9 pm.
One person efficiency apartments available now Utilities included, 352-5822.

3 bedroom. 1 bath.
812 3rd St.,
$795. Call (419) 474-5344.
FOR RENT-share house, walk to campus. 3 b.r., I.r. kitchen, storage, parking
space, $205/share utilities. January
through May (614)719-3011.
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. gdhovOwcnet.org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Mow leasing.
1 bdrm starts $395 & electee heat
2 bdrm starts $545 A elec/free heat.
W/D facrl., AC. parking/walk-in closet,
fum./unfum. renovated, quiet. No pets.

Several very nice 4 bdrm. houses with
great location. A/C, app. school year
2000-2001.353-2382.
Sublease 1 bedroom furnished apartment
thru April 30. $340.
Thomasm Obgnet.bgsu.edu.
214 Napoleon Call 440-333-6286.
Subleaser needed for Spring Semester.
Own room available. 353-3714, ask for
Bev
Subleaser needed Jan.-Aug. 1 bdrm. apt.
1/2 block from campus. $265/mo. including util Located on E. Wooster. 354-4711
Village Green Apts.
Now leasing lor 2000-01 school yr.
Limited space available
Call 354-3533.

^^
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SirlOin Stedk
-WEDNESDAYGadM Angus Bed stuffed Pork Chop
•TUESDAY*

Swiss Steak

•THURSDAY*

Baked Chicken

at the Lodae

Pentium III 450. 8 gig hard-drive. 40xcd.
56 R. 3.5 Window 98. Office 97, for $700
W monitor for $185 Call 354-3288
eolimit@781.hotmail

For Rent

Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.
No calls after 8pm-Llsting at 532 Manville
Houses. 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000

1 -2 Subieasers Needed Jan-May '2nd
floor, furnished •$480/mo. ♦ utilities -5
mins. to campus Call: 352-9377

•MONDAY-

Houses « Apts lor 2000-20001
school year
1 to 4 person rentals avail.
12 mo. leases only

1628 EAST WOOSTER-BOWLING GREEN-354-2535
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Semester Break
Work
• 2-5 Week Work Program
• $11.45 Base-Appt
• No Experience Needed, Training Provided

muMMm

• Customer Service/Sales, No Telemarketing

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
NEEDED

cancun-Jamaica -Bahamas

$

sm s$n $</s?

t
Have
Too Much
Flavor!

Highly-regarded, fast-growing school district
now hinng carmg, creative people **i bachelor
degrees or more lo be substttute teachers.
Competitive dairy rate. Training provided.
Become a part of this progressive, awardwinning school dtstrct located in central Oho.

Must Call Now, Positions Filling Quickly
Mon-Fri 12pm-5pm

CaU (614) 801-3051 tor rnformarion.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSS
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CAMPUS REPS

SOUTH

tsUf.VlU'UAJ

SIGN UP ONLINE I

18002347007

WLSTUN
omcHoou

b3 SOITH MAIN ST-BOWLING GREEN

[www, bgsu.edu/recsports
AQUATICS
SCUBA Proerarp

Ml

January 25-April 4,2000
Wfrer): Tuesday rjijbls & sorne Saturday
afternoon*
Tiroe: 6:30-9:}Opro (Tuesdays)
12:00 -2:00pri) (Saturdays!
Cost: Students 6c Rac Sports roerobcrs: $215
Non-Rec Sports rt)«n)bers:
5215 plus 535 rnarnbersbip
faa
Certifying Aftnty: SCUBA
School International
(SSI)
RetriiUaiion be tips:
Monday,
Dacan)ber6inti)«SRC Main Office
Class Lirnit: Twelve (12) participants
Certification Trip: April 8-9.2000 lubjtct to cbmt.)

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

We need YOU!
MM 2000 HMflMta
apaait—Wta arc avaftakk la tac
traaaaralOfflcafarbcnatfca
ana Sr*rt Haugctxal
•utars. Aaptacattaai arc
avallakk la I J 0 Pcny flcM
Haast »n« aa tkc area aaC
•re car TODAY!

Ml

The following seorts will kick oft Intramural activity
sprang semester:
Men's. Women's and Co-Rcc Basketball
Women's Inner tube Water Polo
Hen's and Women's Team Handball
Entry packets are available beginning
Thursday. Dec. 9.

Hi

Intt.raaril affldab acaaa* far liik.rt.all aai Tcaca
Hull It Staf ay tac M Office aaraw tkc IVit «(«
•I sarlnj sececilcr far actalU.

for more info about any of that programs,
please tall 372 2711 or email reireate^btnet.

• Secure Summer Positions
• May Continue Part Time During Spring

allstudcnts

Toledo

419-535-5895

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Cruises
Florida
Eu

FITWELL & AEROBICS
Finals Week Aerobics Schedule:
12/13-12/16. Noon, 4:00pm & 5:15pm
Fitwell Center:
The Fitwell Center will be closing for the
fall semester on Friday, December 10.
Aerobics Instructor Course.
1/16, 1/23, 1/30 & 2/6 from 6.30-830pm.
Sign up in the SRC Main Office by 12/17.

SPORT CLUBS
Men's Club Ice Hockey hosts the University
. of Toledo on Friday and Saturday,
December lOand 11, 10:15 pm

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

KARATE

When:

Jan. 2 .-Apr. 26

Where:
SRC Dance

Room
Sun., Mon. &
Wed. from
Cost:
7:00pm-8:00pm $20 stu./$35 rec
sports mem.

YOGA
When:
Jan. l.i-Mai. 2
Thursdays from
4:00pm-5:00pm

Where:
SRC Dance

Wtitfir
i CHIega
On Campus Contact:
s^vrfcEs
Shannon Tesso
STIVOHNY

MaliUftMll
Leverage your Campus
Knowledge to get paid
well as a Campus
Marketing Manager
Skills Needed
• Outgoing & Motivated
• Leadership
• Organized & Resourceful
• Project Management Skills
a Familiority with campus
Experience
a iopnomore or Higher
a Live on or near campus
a Campus Involvement
a Active on Internet
Responsabilities
a Help Develop Marketing Plan
a Interview & Hire Support Staff
a Facilitate Campus Relations
a Local Account Management
• Manage Marketing Budget
a Execute Local Campaigns
• Help Conduct Campus Research

1-800-648-4849 @UA0 officewww.ststravel.com
419-372-2486

Substitute Teachers Needed

$75-$140/day
Fremont City Schools
Call (419) 332-6454 TODAY!
Ask for Sue Fox

Room

Cost:
$30 stu./Vl > rec
sports mem.

Open Interviews will be held on or
near your campus the week of Dec.
6th. visit us at www.allsfudents.com
for exact lime, dale, & location info.
E-mail resume to
iobsdallstudents.com
for more information
1-888-640-8810 ext. 212

I

Only 25 minutes East of BG!
Requirements: Bachelor's Degree
& BCI Fingerprint check

*

